TERM 2

Hurunui College
ENTER TO LEARN, LEAVE TO SERVE WHAKAURU KI TĒ AKO, WEHE ATU KIA MANAAKITIA

Nga Kōrero ā te Tumuaki
Kia ora koutou parents and whānau

congratulate Callum Clausen of Year 13 for being
awarded a prestigious scholarship to attend the
Royal Astronomical Society Conference in
Wellington in the holidays. Maggie Ferguson and
Millie-Jane McIlraith have excelled in shooting at
the South Island level and we wish them well as
they go on to the Nationals. Eight students are attending the National Area School Tournament in

As I come to the end of Term 2 I have two
overwhelming reactions - firstly how quickly the last
10 weeks have gone and secondly how much I have
enjoyed being part of Hurunui College over this
period.
I have enjoyed interacting with students of all ages.
They are welcoming, friendly and, in almost all cases,
proud of their school and committed to doing their
best. The teaching staff here are fantastic committed
professionals who go the extra distance for the
students. They are collegial and innovative. They care
for their students and create a wide range of
opportunities for them.

Key Dates Term 3 2021

Hurunui College is fortunate to have the teaching staff
backed up by an outstanding group of Learning
Assistants and support staff. They all create a positive
and focused environment where students come first.
Strong leadership supported by a positive and forward
thinking Board of Trustees promises a bright future for
Hurunui College.
It has been great to see the foundations laid for the
new Discovery Learning Community teaching block
this term and the near completion of the sports and
storage shed being built by the senior Technology
students. It is good to see the refurbishment of the
Gym changing facilities completed at last.
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The usual Term 2 activities such as the Cross Country
events and the Career Expo visit have been successful.
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Students have excelled in a number of areas. We
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Dunedin these holidays and our school Netball team are
preparing for the Secondary Schools Tournament in
August.
A highlight of the term and the year has been the
production of “The Addams Family”. Congratulations to
all the cast and support crew who made this
outstanding. It was an ambitious undertaking and a real
credit to Phil and Laura Biddlecombe who directed and
produced the show. They brought out the very best in
a large group of talented actors, many of them young.
Our value for this term of excellence was certainly met
in their performances. They were also assisted by a large
number of staff and parents in supporting roles.
There have been some changes in staff this term. We
were very sad to lose the services of Becky Black as our
coordinator of Sport and the Gateway programme and
we wish her well for the future. She has been replaced by
Bronnie Gunn which in turn created a gap in our
Learning Assistant team. We have welcomed Kelsey
Woodford to this position.
At the start of the term we welcomed Jess Davison to the
role of Guidance Counsellor and we are
appreciating the considerable expertise she has brought.
A recent meeting of the Pastoral Care Team brought
together a considerable number of organisations and
people in our community who we can tap into to
provide specialist help for our young people when we
need it.
This term saw the conclusion of the Digital Circus
Professional Development programme for our staff. This
year long PD has been of enormous benefit to our
learning programmes and has enabled our school to
successfully introduce the Digital Curriculum across the
school and upskill our teachers. Their enthusiasm for the
development and the considerable progress made has
been reflected in the final report made to the BOT and in
the Strategic Plan developed. Hurunui College is a highly
competent digital provider and well placed to face the
digital challenges ahead.
I would like to thank everyone for their support this term
and I wish all at Hurunui College the very best for the rest
of the year and the future. I feel very proud to have had
the opportunity to be part of this school for a short time.
Nāku noa, nā
Bob Norrish
Acting Tumuaki / Principal
Hurunui College
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Student Council
With the recent uniform review almost completed,
our enthusiastic student council has been hard at
work deliberating on many exigent factors around
the school. We recently appended our uniform
appraisal with an additional tie, which is yet to be
confirmed, for our student leadership team. Over
the past ten weeks, our team has been reviewing our
current phone situation that has become evident
since the term’s inception. We have been noticing
excessive phone use and to stop that we have been
investigating the causes behind it. Our Chairperson,
Jacob Ward, recently sent out a survey to all students
from year 8 to 13 regarding this issue which received
approximately 55 responses. With the transitional
digital state of the 40 Hour Famine, our delegates
attempted to advertise the event and our instigator, Miane Grove was in close consultation with the
student council. Towards the next term, we will be
looking at integrating more practices to benefit our
school and students.
Kind regards,
Jacob

Enviro Club

The new school Enviro Club started this term. The
club is open to students of all ages in the school, and
meets every Tuesday at lunchtime. So far, with the
help of Dr Kelly and Miss Marsh, the club members
have created a wonderful ‘Kaitiakitanga’ banner to be
displayed in the gym. The students have also
performed an audit of energy use in the school, and
are now working on ways to reduce energy use, so
that we can become a 100% solar-powered school.

Model EU at the University of Canterbury
HUMAN RIGHTS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
From 10-11 June a contingent of student representatives from Hurunui College represented the school at the
2021 Model EU held at Canterbury University and facilitated by The National Centre for Research on Europe
The group included Miane Grove (Yr 9), Luke Chisnall, William McNaughton, Millie Jane McIlraith, Aroha Roe
( Yr 10), Brooke McLean, Jacob Squires, Caleb Spencer (Yr 11), Ebony Varnham (Yr 12), Jacob Ward, Sean Hassall
(Y13)
Mr Kelly organised the trip and Mrs Walker kindly accompanied the students acting as chaperone, chauffeur
and general ”Mother Hen” for the trip.
During the days at the university students took on the roles of EU representatives from specific countries and
political parties. Students needed to do some preparation before the trip by becoming well informed about
the political parties they were representing and the groups viewpoint on the matters to be discussed.
The days involved a full timetable of keynote addresses, party group sessions and committee sessions. The
first night finished with a fun pizza and quiz night, enjoyed by all. Even all the teachers from the different
groups entered a quiz team.
Hurunui College students stayed at the YHA in Christchurch along with students from some of the other out
of town schools. All students who attended found the experience worthwhile, albeit challenging at times.
Special congratulations go to Millie Jane McIlraith who won a special award for her contributions to the
Model EU.

At first I was very worried about going to Model EU. I didn’t have a clue what I was doing and didn’t know how
to prepare. However, as soon as I got to the University, I realised that there was no turning back, so I might as
well try and enjoy it. I did. The first day, we were put into our party groups to talk over what rules we wanted
to change when we were in our committees. We were then put in our committees and we all talked over the
rules that we had at the time. Then we had some time to get other parties to second the
amendments that we wanted to make. After a few committee sessions we had really got the hang of the
whole “debating thing” and there were some pretty heated discussions. At the end of the last day all the
parties and all the committees were put together in one room to debate the final amendments and you can
think how that went! It was crazy and yet so funny. I loved Model EU and really recommend it to anyone who
gets chosen and might be a little worried to go.
Miane Grove, Year 9
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Head students Write ups
Term two has certainly been a busy one! Many of the big projects for arts and culture being finished off and
showcased this term. It’s been amazing to watch the talent our school as a whole has, and the involvement of our
students throughout when it comes to Arts and Culture.
This term saw the whole school Mihi Whakatau welcoming our principal for term 2, Mr Norrish into our school.
We will also have a Mihi Whakatau at the start of term 3 to welcome new arrivals to our school.
In our learning communities we have started school wide kapa haka, this Mihi Whakatau will be a culmination of
our kapa haka practices and it will also welcome back Mr Beck. This term also saw a number of our NCEA music
students head to Rangiora New Life and perform their solo and group standards all doing exceptionally well! We
certainly look forward to their next performance later in the year.
This term also saw an Art sign competition for the Hawarden Museum, where every student was split into their
house groups and given the task to design a sign that reflects the museum itself. Many amazing works of art were
produced and it was awesome to see juniors and seniors working together, the winner will have their sign made
and will replace the old one at the Hawarden roundabout.
This term speeches were also a go throughout the school and the final week of term sees our Senior Speech
Competition commence.This term also saw the highly anticipated whole school musical performance of The
Addams Family and the production was a huge success!! The whole cast put in their absolute all, students of all
ages year 1-13 volunteered and bravely stepped onstage to perform. Opening night everyone was excited, nerves
and butterflies were high throughout but every single person onstage outdid themselves and I am so proud of the
show that we put on! Also the audience numbers were amazing!! 2/3 nights were sold out, some people without
tickets and wanting a seat turned away due to full capacity being reached. That’s crazy!!! So a massive thank you to
our families and community members who came along for supporting us and being great crowds!! What an
absolutely amazing cast of talented and incredibly brave students! Positive feedback from all that attended
reflected our efforts. Teachers and students from all departments pitching in to lend a hand to our cast and crew
that had worked tirelessly for months in advance!! A massive thank you to Mrs McIntosh and the sewing
department for putting together all of the cast’s wonderful costumes and making us all look beautiful! Mr Turner
and the technology kids for helping build and put up the stage. Mr Copplestone and the Art department for
making all of our wonderful backdrops, Campbell Sheppard for running the sound and Daniel Topp for sorting
the lighting. All the lovely teachers who helped with makeup and parents who helped backstage Danielle
Thompson, Megan Johannis and Jenny Banks and certainly the audience, thank you! Also thank you to the
business study group that ran the stall at half time. It was truly a whole school effort! I’m sure I have missed
someone and I apologise in advance, they do say it takes a village to raise a child and I’m not sure about that, but
holy!!! it certainly does to put on a production. But the biggest thank you must go to Laura and Phil Biddlecombe
who together directed, choreographed, musically directed, babysat and organised almost everything in order for
us to have a show! Without them it honestly wouldn’t be possible, the number of hours they have both dedicated
to this cast and show have been amazing, they have outdone themselves and have gone above and beyond! As my
last school production it was awesome to go out with a bang, and I certainly will miss performing under their
direction!!
It is awesome to see our students getting so heavily involved in the Arts and Cultural side of our school as usual!
We are so lucky to have a mass amount of incredibly talented students that can confidently be very proud of their
efforts this term, I am so excited to see what term 3 brings!!
Katie Gunn
Head student for Arts and Culture
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With another term completed, we are reaching the halfway point of our school year. Over the past ten weeks, I
have seen so much development through the school with special regard to wellbeing.
On Friday 21st of May, we held our annual pink shirt day, which is designed to showcase our school’s intolerance
for all types of bullying and discrimination. I was so pleased to see all the students getting involved and
collectively exhibiting a passion for a safer school environment.
This term, our newly instigated guidance councilor began her journey at Hurunui College. She has been in close
association and consultation with students that require her assistance and I am so delighted with her progress
in the field and her compassion and empathy for the students. To follow that, we have been in close discussion
regarding the Sticks’N’Stones wellbeing group which has remained dormant for over a year and a half due to the
Covid 19 virus and other various factors. We have made good progress with its development and it is guaranteed
to be active at the beginning of next term.
Our student council team has been hard at work discovering new ways to promote school wellbeing and general
practices. We have been analyzing exigent factors such as excessive phone use, bathroom degradation, and
uniform. I am so proud of our progress as a collective and expect that this progress will continue towards the next
term.
Our RISE value focus for the term was excellence, which is essentially showcased by working your hardest, setting
high goals, and maintaining a high moral standard. I am thrilled to see such a prodigious proliferation and
development within our school community. The students have shown that they can work together to build a
better moral standard in our school. Concerning PB4L, (positive behavior to learning) our teachers have been
hard at work discovering new ways for students to adopt and reinforce a positive behavior to learning. We are
holding a meeting on the 5th of June.
This term I have seen such an advancement in the wellbeing sector and towards next term, the student council,
our guidance counselor, and all of the senior leadership team will be designing and incorporating practices so
that our school will maintain a high wellbeing status. I wish everyone in the community a happy school holidays!
Jacob Ward, Headstudent for wellbeing.
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The Addams Family School Production
After 2 terms worth of work the schools production of the Addams Family happened in week 8. The students
did so well in this performance and we have received nothing but positive comments. A special thankyou needs
to be made to Lee Copplestone for helping decorate the sets, Lewis Turner for support building the stage, Viv
McIntosh for support with the costumes, Daniel Topp for running the lights and Campbell Shepperd for
running the sound. However, there is one member of the crew that really supported the show and made sure
it was the success it was. A huge thankyou to Laura Biddlecombe for stepping into the role of Artistic Director,
even with a new born. Without her the show would not have happened.
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Discovery

Whero Class Term 2
This term has been busy with our
introduction to structured
literacy. The children love the
activities, and their phonics skills
have shown a lot of progress.
We have had a big focus on numeracy as
well. It is great to see that their numeracy
learning is being transferred into learning
through play.

At the back of our
classroom Magnets
were a focus - it
was great fun
seeing how many
things we could
pick up, and making
magnets move on
their own.

Making our own crayons, and
finding different ways to smash old crayons. There was a
lot of delight in drawing with them at the end.
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Lewis brought along a kite, so we made our own kites and flew them. What fun
designs, and different
ways of making
them.

A lot of towers and forts were built, - it was
great having the construction happening right
outside our window.

One box became many
things. A human pizza box,
dance floor and a hut.
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Waiporoporo
Waiporoporo have had a very busy and productive Term 2. The children were captivated by ‘The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe’ and provided some outstanding artworks in response to this. We have been
working with the Year 10’s to present Creation Stories from around the world. I have been very impressed with
the enthusiasm and excellent collaboration from both classes.
We have been studying the story of Matariki and looking at the meanings and astronomy of it. The
children made some very cool stars and art for this. We have just begun our Topic which is ‘Our
Community’. This is something we can all relate to so the children are loving this and we look forward to
discovering things about the people and area we live in.

We have two new class members this term. Welcome to
Alex and Marty, two Northland green geckos. The children
are fascinated by them and have done a great job of
looking after them. They look magical and appear
otherworldly and show the children the importance of
biodiversity and what we stand to lose when they
disappear.
We have a very caring and hardworking class and have had
a lot of fun learning this term.
Mauria te Pono
Believe in yourself
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Kakariki

It has been a great Term 2 for Kakariki class. We have been learning about our community and our place in
Hawarden and the world, even the universe. It has been great to see and hear all about the features of
Hawarden and look carefully at our district’s past. We have also been involved in Art and creating our own
works from Autumn leaves, Samoan patterns and Matariki kites. It has been great to see their creativity through
their pictures, and to watch them in their playbase learning. Their problem-solving skills are amazing. I have
really appreciated the kindness and support from the students, and their school values have really shone
through this term. They have had excellent behaviour, and have tried to meet their goals and expectations. It
has been wonderful teaching them and I know they will continue to enjoy their learning for next term.
Miss Gillard
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Exploring
Kikorangi Class Writing
In Kikorangi Class we have been focusing on persuasive writing. Students started off by writing a letter back
to a parent either agreeing or disagreeing that scooters should not be allowed at Hurunui College. The
students came up with many different reasons to support their opinion. Kikorangi Class also had their chairs
go on STRIKE! They had to persuade their chairs to come back to work! Students worked really hard on
writing a persuasive letter with the correct structure and language. This was all work that helped us to write
our speeches which we presented in week 8. Students spoke on a range of topics, persuading their
audience on their opinion. The students in Kikorangi Class have realised over the term that we all have
different opinions on various topics. It was fun and interesting to listen to the different reasons students had
to back up their opinion.

Karaka Natural Form Art

This term Karaka class have been working on a natural forms project looking at an artist called Starla Halfmann.
Firstly they explored how she mixes her paint and creates texture in her work. They then produced a 3D cactus
sculpture and a final Cactus painting, focusing on watercolour blending. They have all worked hard and I have
been very impressed with the outcomes they have achieved. Well done!
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Science in Karaka Class with Mrs Zino
This term Karaka Class have been having fun, experimenting with Physics.

Densities of Liquids - Making Traffic Light Drinks. Bailee Cattermole won the most-precise
pour.

Parachute Making. Will Zino won the longest flight using a very fine plastic vegie-bag.
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Kowhai Car Wash, Sausage Sizzle
Maths Project for Hanmer Springs
Kowhai has been hard at work on this term long adventure. The class each wrote letters to Mr. Beck at the end of
term 1 persuading him to let them have a school trip. Mr. Beck said that if they could raise the money they could
go to Hanmer Springs. Kowhai students worked hard to plan their fundraiser, they made posters to advertise,
practised their quick maths to make change and found ways to market some deals. After a very successful
Friday afternoon the students had raised enough funds! Thank you to everyone who helped
support. After it was all finished they graphed their findings to present the data from the car wash in pie, bar
and pictographs. With all the hard work done they finally were able to enjoy a wonderful and well deserved day
at Hanmer Springs!
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The Wild Robot (Escapes)
Kowhai class has enjoyed both our chapter books this term. First we read The Wild Robot and due to its
success we read its sequel The Wild Robot Escapes. Here are some quotes from the students:
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Patrick FrameIt’s a good series and I would read it again. I like the
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PE in Investigating and Exploring Learning Communities
Across the Investigating and Exploring communities, students have been focusing on Gymnastics in PE.
Students have done floor activities such as balance challenges, handstands, forward rolls and cartwheels.
Recently, the students have had the opportunity to use the vault and mini tramp to improve their dive roll
technique and some students have even been doing flips. Everyone has had a great time learning new skills
and overcoming challenges. It has been great to see the students support each other and be responsible.
Pictured are students from Year 9 who have been doing a range of Gymnastics
activities.
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Investigating
Year 8 Literacy
This term, as with all other year groups, the
year 8 class focused on persuasive
writing. The students spent the first few
weeks looking at persuasive techniques in
advertisements, how to “pitch” a
product idea, and finally wrote speeches.
The speeches were a range of topics from
water skiing, to culture, to hunting and
were all well presented. Year 8 also spent
some time investigating a few different
types of poetry and writing their own
pieces. These are displayed on the
classroom wall to show the excellence the
students have shown in their literacy this
term.

Art Bags
This term students in year 8-10 have had the opportunity to take part in a project run by the Cancer Society. The
brief was for students to decorate bags that people undergoing treatment could use to store their belongings
in. The students found uplifting quotes and illustrated them in a personal way. They have received very positive
feedback and all enjoyed taking part in a real life project for such an important cause.
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Aspiring
NCEA Performance Evening
Dylan Curtis, Campbell Shepherd, Jacob Ward and Ebony Varnam went to perform at Rangiora
New Life. They performed really well and achieved some great first results for NCEA.

Business Studies
These students travelled to Rangiora High School on Friday 2 July to pitch their businesses. This pitch is the
second of five challenges as part of the Young Enterprise Scheme.
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Mt Cass Station Agriculture Visit
Dr Kelly’s Agriculture class visited Mt Cass Station this term to learn more about ‘no shear’ Wiltshire sheep.
We were kindly hosted by the station manager, Andrew Heard. Mt Cass Station is an organic farm, with its
own line of meat products. While primarily hill country, speciality crops are also grown under irrigation on
the flats. The farm specialises in breeding Wiltshire sheep that do not shed their wool, but rather grow a very
short cover that does not require shearing or crutching. The students were shown a selection of ram lambs
displaying varying degrees of the selected traits, and were given a demonstration of the technology used to
aid retention of the desired traits. The students also spent some time on the hill viewing the breeding ewes
and discussing management techniques. We would like to thank Mt Cass Station for giving us their time.

Physics trip to the University of Canterbury
Two students visited the university for physics lab work this term. Ebony took part in radioactivity labs.
Callum spent the day shadowing a PhD student in the lasers lab, researching the emission spectrum
(infrared) of a lab grown neodymium nanocrystal, to better understand its structure/shape. This research will
be used to create nanocrystals to attach to sugars in the body, to create an infrared radiographer, and possibly
then a way to target nanocrystal with a laser, to release singular oxygen to kill cancerous cells.
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Outdoor Education
This term has been busy for the Outdoor Ed class with 7 students completing the final part of their PADI dive
courses where they have now completed the course and gained the PADI Open Water Dive
qualification meaning they can now dive worldwide.
Since then we have also moved onto the next unit of work based around Mountain Biking with the class
spending most Wednesdays away biking up in the Hanmer forest and will be heading into McLeans Island
before the end of the term. We have also been looking at options for our 2 day cycle tour as part of our
assessment and will be choosing a location early next term. Next term the class will continue biking and
building their fitness for the tour but will also begin some work on Tramping and Camping which will lead
into the final assessments of the year.
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NZAS Leadership Camp
In the first week of the term 1 holidays Damien Durand, Tahlia Beck and Jacob Ward were selected to attend the
New Zealand Area Schools Leadership Camp in Wainui where they participated in various activities within their
groups in order to develop leadership skills they could take back to their school.
Tahlia - Leadership camp was one of the best
experiences ever, I was able to gain so much more
confidence which I am able to now put into my
various leadership roles in school. I was honoured to be
selected into such an awesome programme where I was
able to meet some amazing people and make some new
friends. If you are a younger student at school and you
get the opportunity to put your name forward for
something like this I definitely recommend it. My
personal favourite part of the camp was meeting new
people and making friends with people you never
thought you would be friends with. I’m proud to say
that I was able to push myself out of my comfort zone in
almost every activity, giving me a new confidence and
passion for trying and teaching others new things. I can
safely say along with Damo and Jacob that Leadership
camp was one of the best 5 days of our lives through the
late night laughs, new friendships, experiences and not
to forget the 5am wake up with a 5km run to jump off
the wharf. Huge thank you to Mr Fergerson for
giving us this opportunity and organizing this camp, it’s
a memory I will never forget.

Damien - Leadership Camp was a blast to say the
least, I am so grateful to Mr Ferguson and Mr Beck for
giving me the opportunity to attend the camp at the
Wainui YMCA. Leadership Camp kicked off to a flying
start with Jacob, Tahlia and myself having interesting
conversations/debates to fill in time for the journey
to Wainui. As we pulled up to the drive the three of
us thought it would be funny to start singing YMCA
by the Village People and boy were we right, well we
thought so anyway. As the days went on so did the
banter, the learning, the great times but most
importantly the friendships that were made. My
highlight of the camp was visiting the Onuku Marae,
learning the traditional ways of the taiaha and the art
of flax weaving were just incredible. With all the skill
and knowledge I was able to gather from the 5 days I
can now apply to my everyday life and my leadership
roles throughout the community. All in all the 5 days
were awesome, the good, the bad, even the impossible.
I had an absolute blast and can speak for the three of
us when I say if we had the chance we would attend for
a second time.
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Jacob - Out of all the many recreational camps that I
have participated in, leadership camp was the camp of
all camps. Coming from a rural area, it was so
delightful to converse and develop a kinship with
so many like-minded people. This camp gave me an
opportunity to develop my leadership acumen and
strengthen my confidence which will help me
implement better practices into my daily regimen as
Head Student at school, and in the wider community.
I feel grateful for being selected to attend this elective
camp. It encouraged the innovation of my
interpersonal skills, leadership ability and tested the
limits of my comfort zone. I will not only remember
the camp for the awesome activities and the delicious
food but for all the amazing lifelong friendships that
I procured. I'm sure I speak for the three of us when I
say that leadership camp was one of the most
pleasurable, electrifying, and amazing times of our
lives. The easygoing behavior, the opportunity for
new experiences, the exhilarating 5km run, and the
culturally and mentally inclined seminars. Not only
did it help build friendships, but it also bolstered the
current relationships with my school peers. I want to
express my appreciation to Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Beck
for permitting our participation and another special
thanks to Mr. Ferguson for organizing the event and
being with us on the journey that I will never forget.
For any of the youth who aspire for some
extracurricular involvement, I would highly
recommend that you put your name forward because
it is 100% worth the experience and I can guarantee
that you will not be disappointed!

Sport
School Netball Team

The schools senior netball team have been playing in
the North Canterbury Netball Competition in
Rangiora on Saturdays. The girls have been
developing their skills and making huge
improvements during the term along with having
fun and having some good wins and results. The
teams main focus is to develop as a group and work
towards their end goal of competing at the South
Island Secondary Schools Tournament being held in
week 6 next term down in Timaru.

It is great seeing the girls playing in the school
uniform and bonding together. They are very
dedicated running their own extra practices at
lunchtimes when they feel they need to. Keep an
eye out for upcoming fundraising events to
support them on their journey to Timaru.
We would like to thank all the parents and
supporters who come down to watch each week,
and also Murchison Homes who have come on
board and sponsored the team tops to keep the
girls looking smart and warm.
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SISS Netball Team

NZAS Nationals
Earlier in the term we had a number of students attend the Area School Sports Trials held in Rangiora. From
this we managed to have 8 of our talented students named into different teams to represent the Top of the
South Island region at the New Zealand Area Schools Nationals Tournament. The students have been
working hard with fundraising to support the costs of getting down to Dunedin for the tournament. The
tournament is being held during the Term 2 holidays in Dunedin from the 18th to the 21st of July. We would
like to thank all those who have sponsored the individual students, those who helped with prizes and items
for our quiz night, and anyone who has been missed out. Also a massive thanks to the Hurunui District
Council and the Hawarden Waikari Lions who have both given generous donations towards the trip. The
students are being supported by Mr Ferguson and Mr Beck who are both involved in coaching some of the
teams during the week.
Congratulations and good luck to our students we look forward to hearing how you get on.
Tahlia Beck - Basketball
Ella Ferguson - Netball, Ki o Rahi
Ebony Varnam - Netball
Luke Chisnall - Rugby
Herewini Rata-McLeod - Rugby, Ki o Rahi
Josh Evans - Rugby
Sean Hassall - Football, Volleyball
Josh Gunn - Basketball, Rugby, Ki o Rahi
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Absent from photo - Josh Evens

Canterbury Secondary Schools Show Jumping 2021

Samantha Torrie,

Zoe Wiltshire,

Grace McKnight,

Ella Ferguson

National Equestrian Centre, McLeans Island – Wednesday 24 February
This is the first year in awhile where we have been able to field a team just
from Hurunui College. As the event was held just out of covid restrictions, the
girls were not able to be there at the same time.
The afternoon was very windy, and because of the dust , at times it was hard to
see the jumps in front of you.
All the girls represented Hurunui College well, with Sam coming 7th in 105cm,
and Ella 15th in 95cm, and 15th in show hunter. The team came 16th overall
out of 28 teams. Well done girls.
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Canterbury Secondary Schools Cross Country
Following on from our school cross country some of
the year 9 to 13 students were given the opportunity
to go in to Christchurch to compete at the
Secondary School Championships. The students were
up against students from all over Christchurch, South
Canterbury, and the West Coast making for some
tough competition. They all did really well with their
efforts and had a great time. Thanks to the
Sideys and the Searles for coming along to help
transport and support the team.
Congratulations to Ella Ferguson, Caleb Spencer, Seth
Smith, Millie Sidey, Katie Spencer, and Kyle Searle.
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Cross Country
This term has seen the annual school Cross Country event up and
running again after a break in 2020 due to COVID-19. It was a
brilliant day for it with conditions near on perfect with the sun
shining and blue skies. The tough 4km loop saw some great
competition and excellent results for our students, staff and
parents who participated in the event, with the top 3 students all
finishing within 15 seconds of each other. The Year 13’s even put a
challenge out for the wooden spoon in which they were given the
spoon back for safe keeping after the race thanks to the efforts of
student teacher Josh Sims. Congratulations to all those who
participated this year and to all the staff and whānau who came
along to help out and support.

Results are below:
1st: Joseph Clark (1st Senior Male)
2nd: Caleb Spencer (2nd Senior Male)
3rd: Josh Gunn
4th: Kyle Searle
5th: Jake Abbott (1st Junior Male)
6th: Quinn Anderson (2nd Junior Male)
7th: Ella Ferguson (1st Senior Female)
8th: Shae Kelly
9th: Jack Savage
10th: Luke Chisnall
11th: Millie Sidey (2nd Senior Female)
14th: Liz Murray (1st Junior Female)
21st: Lily Frost (2nd Junior Female)

Year 1 Girls
Eva Harray
Ella Smith
Tessa Trew

Boys
Darcy Kelly
Jake Murray
Te Rakai Smith

Year 3 Girls
Boys
Caitlyn Black
Angus Thompson
Maddie McDonnell
Henry Ferguson
Lewis Christophersen Cassie Earl
Year 2 Girls
Kelly Abbott
Ellie Frame
Becca Anderson

Boys
Stanley Savage
Hunter Toki
Angus Ferguson
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Secondary Schools Trap Shooting Competitions
Shooting is often labelled as a boys sport, but this term Maggie Ferguson and Millie-Jane McIlraith have
proved to everyone that girls are just as capable.
Maggie and Millie are the Hurunui College girls trapshooting team, and have been shooting in the
Canterbury High School Trapshooting and Skeet competitions. Shooting has become this dynamic duo's
lives, as most weekends are taken up shooting. When Maggie and Millie are not shooting in the Canterbury
competitions, they are training in Regional, Provincial and South Island competitions and training with the
Shirley Boys High School team. This is to prepare themselves so they can represent Hurunui College at a high
standard and it is creating a great bond between the two schools.
This season they have worked hard and hope to keep up this high standard as they compete in the South
Islands and National Competitions in the coming months. Hurunui College’s trapshooting team and the
Shirley Boys High team are sponsored by Gun City. This is a huge bonus, as this sport costs a bit more than
what was first expected. The team has been to three of this year’s competition shoots, where both girls were
placed individually, and have been named the top girls team twice.
The girls have qualified for nationals in term 3 holidays. These will be held in Hamilton. They are looking
forward to making Hurunui College proud as they represent us against 400 other high school students.
Written By Millie-Jane McIlraith
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Placings at interschools:
Ellesmere school shoot:
Top ladies point score team (107)
2nd B grade Single Barrel Millie
Maggie and Millie's first possibles
Canterbury school shoot:
2nd A grade single rise Maggie
1st B grade single rise Millie

Waihora school shoot:
Top ladies point score team (108)
2nd B grade single rise Millie
3rd B grade point score Millie
3rd B grade single barrel Millie
Ladies High over all Millie
A big thank you to the sponsors Gun City,
Robbie McIlraith for transport and Graeme
Everett for coaching us and a big thank you to Alex
Ferguson and Jenny for providing the land for our
practice range .
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